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You Can’t Improve What You Can’t See

ITHENA's Manufacturing Excellence Solution

iMEX is a comprehensive solution for achieving Manufacturing Excellence. It is
centered on persona-based real-time operations dashboards, out-of-the-box
workflows with anomaly detection, and a prediction engine. Industry 4.0 initiative
starts with connecting the data islands on the manufacturing floor and using that
data for actionable insights to make organizations flexible, predictable, repeatable,
and dynamic. These initiatives are always cumbersome due to various reasons, such
as age-old technologies, multiple systems, IT-OT convergence, and special skills.

Features

Personalized Dashboards

Real-Time Information
Real-time production monitoring
drives quick decision-making
and actions.

Persona-driven, intuitive, simple,
multi-level, workflow-driven analytics
to manage the infrastructure for
inclusive value.

Quality Assurance

Predictive Maintenance

Digitization of quality audits, increase
in quality production and Genealogy,
Traceability of final products.

Anomaly detection and predictive
model for asset maintenance and
smart scheduling.

Automated Emails & Alerts
iMEX’s built-in alerting engine
which sends emails and alerts
on triggers.

iMEX leverages powerful Configurator provides a drag and drop interface to
simplify the process of connectivity, data collection, and data visualization. It
seamlessly integrates with PTC Thing Worx to automatically create the
dashboards for manufacturing KPI monitoring such as safety, quality,
performance, OEE, and many more. It also seamlessly integrates with OPC layers
such as Kepware to automatically create the connections, devices, and tags for
data exchange.
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About Us
ITHENA is a new-age solutions company focused on integrating digital
technology with business processes - to help its customers become smarter
and run safer. Our mission is to help our customers monetize their digital
investments. Utilizing both, proven enterprise software as well as nextgeneration digital technology, ITHENA brings a persona-based experience to
various functions of the enterprise and the industry ecosystem. Our technology
focus includes experience across Industrial IoT, AI/ML, Modern Experience,
Data & Analytics, Automation, and Blockchain.
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